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Burger & Lobster 

"Lobsters- Rolled, Grilled and Steamed!"

Burger and Lobster is present in four locations throughout London

including the one on Clarges Street in Mayfair. Owing to its immense

popularity, the restaurant is almost always busy and service is first come,

first serve; no reservations here, so it's best to arrive well before

suppertime. Apart from a wide range of burgers and lobster dishes, they

also offer some cool cocktails and beverages. If lobsters and burgers are

among your favorite foods, you should head straight here!

 +44 20 7409 1699  www.burgerandlobster.co

m/locations/london/mayfai

r/

 mayfair@burgerandlobster.

com

 29 Clarges Street, Londres

 by gwons   

Kappacasein 

"The Magic of Melted Cheese"

Kappacasein makes some of the best sandwiches in the world with self-

made cheese and bread. It has a dairy in Bermondsey which makes the

cheese everyday using milk from the Commonwork organic farm. It has a

food stall in Borough Market that functions each week from Thursday to

Saturday. The sandwiches are light, with molten cheese inside toasted

bread and soon become an addiction. They are the ultimate comfort food,

great to uplift the spirits after a hard day. They also serve raclettes or

scrapes of melted cheese which can be eaten as a topping over

vegetables. One can also purchase the cheese blocks for personal use.

 www.kappacasein.com/  bill@kappacasein.com  Park Street, Green's Section, Borough

Market, Londres
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Birley Sandwiches 

"Quick and Tasty Sandwiches"

One of the many Birleys in and around the city, the Birley Sandwiches in

Canary Wharf at Tower Hamlets is best known for their quick and healthy

breakfast and lunch sandwiches. Offering a range of options like sausage

sandwich, salt beef sandwich and many such, the place also serves some

great salads as well as hot and cold beverages. Open on weekdays from

7a to 4p, Birleys is best suited for busy working professionals that

dominate the population at Canary Wharf.

 +44 20 7512 9112  birleysandwiches.co.uk/stores/cabo

t-place-salads

 Cabot Place West, Canary Wharf,

Londres

Electric Diner 

"Quality Comfort Food"

Adjacent to the historic Electric Cinema, Electric Diner is always buzzing

with activity. With its brick walls, red leather booths and bar seats, it

recreates a vintage charm. Stop by for their delicious all-day menu of

home-made hot dogs, honey-fried chicken, cheeseburgers, pies,

breakfasts and many other goodies. Choose from a variety of draft beers,
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wines and cocktails to go with your meal. Known for their efficient service

and great food, Electric Diner is a favorite among locals.

 +44 20 7908 9696  www.electricdiner.com/  191 Portobello Road, Londres
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